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"Marin Schools: A Prescription for COVID Recovery"

The Novato Unified School District's Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan was
approved by the Board of Trustees on October 5, 2021, submitted to the California
Department of Education, and implemented as planned.

By August 1, 2022, the Marin County Superintendent of Schools and all Marin public
R2.
school districts should also call on the Lost Learning Task Force, as a second but vital priority,
to develop and recommend protocols and policies for minimizing the length of emergency
school closures during future disruptions.
Response: This recommendation has been implemented This recommendation has

been implemented, although not in the name of a Lost Learning Task Force. There
is recognition that this work is ongoing.

Prior to COVID there was strong consensus among all Marin County Public School
-Ieaders tnarconfinuity of school operat1on'sand In person7ear'nmg IS -a crit"1c""a"I--�~�~
priority. Tools to support this priority through recent experiences with wildfire, air
quality and winter storms have been developed in collaboration with Marin County
Public Health and the Office of Emergency Services. Tools include an air quality
chart that Identifies appropriate Indoor and outdoor activities at school to support
health and safety depending on changing air quality indicators, systems of
communication and planning for potential closures, and many districts taking the
step of adding additional potential instructional days (like snow days in the
mountainous areas) in the event of a closure.
When the first shelter in place and suspension of classroom activity was ordered in
the Spring of 2020, immediate steps were taken in conjunction with Public Health
to develop protocols and procedures for a safe return to site-based classroom
Instruction, resulting In the development of the Marin County School Guidelines (30
Point Plan) first issued June 18, 2020. With the fundamental goal of keeping
students In site-based classroom instruction these guidelines have been revised
and updated eleven times through May 3, 2022, including an update to a 32 Point
Plan on August 18, 2021, and more recently an update to the Marin County
SMARTER Schools Plan on March 24, 2022.

Public Health Is currently working with all Marin County public, private,
Independent and parochial schools in planning for the 2022-23 school year
including the development of a COVID mitigation strategies chart, similar to the air
- -�uality-chart, to help schools continue implement best-practices-and pr-ocedures- ---- --�--
aligned with changing COVID-19 transmission levels and risks due to future variants
and uncertainties, with the central and agreed upon priority of keeping students in
site based classroom instructions. This work is ongoing.

Sincerely,

Thank you for your continued attention and support of our public schools and the health and
wellness of our county's oung people.

QkKnel
President, NUSD Board of Education

Jan�e-Derby, Ed.D.
Superintendent
Engage. lhspire. Empower.
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